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Abstract 
The purpose of the study was to examine whether classroom environment moderates the 
relationship between student personality and student outcomes. Generally, researchers agree 
that congruence between persons and their environments leads to better outcomes for the 
individual (e.g., Ehrhart, 2006; Feldman, Smart, & Ethington, 2004). Therefore, I 
hypothesized that the congruence between classroom environment and student personality 
would have a positive impact on student satisfaction and performance. The sample included 
732 undergraduate students enrolled in Introductory Psychology courses. Data was collected 
at three different times during the semester. Student personality was operationalized using 
the Five Factor Model and measured via the NEO-FFI FormS (McCrae & Costa, 2004) 
during the first two weeks of the semester. A measure was used to assess the various 
dimensions of the classroom environment in weeks ten through twelve. Student satisfaction 
was assessed during the last two weeks of the semester using a four item measure. Final 
percentage grades for each participant were obtained in order to assess student performance. 
Data were analyzed using polynomial regression analysis and surface response methodology. 
Results indicate that classroom environment is a strong predictor of student satisfaction, and 
personality is a strong predictor of performance. Structure and focus and student competition 
seem to be important classroom environment dimensions that increase both satisfaction and 
performance. Some personality and classroom environment combinations were found to 
increase satisfaction, performance, or both. These combinations should be further studied and 
developed to determine if higher education classrooms would benefit from interventions 
based on these factors. 
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Student Personality, Classroom Environment, and Student Outcomes: 
A Person-Environment Fit Analysis 
Many say that a bachelor's degree is the new high school diploma. And with the 
challenges of finding satisfactory employment and maintaining a sufficient quality of life, it 
is readily apparent why higher education has become increasingly popular in the U.S. 
However, although enrollment rates have been rising, graduation rates have been stagnating 
("US College Dropout Rates Spark Concern," 2006). A study performed by American 
College Testing (ACT) revealed that one in every four college students drops out before 
finishing his or her sophomore year (Whitboume, 201 0). Research conducted by the National 
Center for Education Statistics correlates these findings. In the 2001- 2002 academic year, 
their research indicated that slightly over half of first-time college students attending four-
year institutions full-time completed a bachelor's degree or equivalent at that institution 
within six years (U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 
2010). Many of these students borrow to pay tuition costs, but after failing to graduate, many 
may be worse off financially than if they had never attempted to earn a degree. It is 
imperative that we explore this misalignment if we intend to remain socially and 
intellectually competitive in an ever-more globalizing and diversifying environment. 
Relatively little research has been done in higher education that parallels the research 
that has been performed on elementary and secondary school levels in regards to predictors 
of academic success (Joiner, Malone, & Haimes, 2002). Although initial research has shown 
that students learn in different ways, at different rates, and in different environments 
(Weisstein & Jacobson, 2009), we have disregarded this information when it comes to 
establishing educational structure (Tomlinson & Kalbfleisch, 1998). Understanding the 
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range of individual differences in the student population may guide educators towards 
developing and implementing effective interventions in teaching and towards understanding 
why current interventions and practices do not work (Peeke, Steward, & Ruddock, 1998). 
Because there is a vast amount of variation in individual differences among students in 
postsecondary education, we must develop a better understanding of the interaction between 
individual factors and the environment in the learning process in order to improve student 
outcomes. There is a need for guidance in the higher education community in examining the 
interaction of differences within the student population with the current structure of higher 
education. 
This research focuses on the concept of person-environment fit in the higher 
education classroom. This research stream suggests that diverse attributes of the individual 
and characteristics of the environment interact to produce important outcomes (Swanson & 
Fouad, 1999). However, the relevance of person-environment fit to an academic context 
remains underexamined. This study examines the effects of variation in student personality-
classroom environment - student outcome relationships. Specifically, I examine whether the 
relationship between student personality and student outcomes is moderated by classroom 
environment to determine if fit between personality and environment leads to positive student 
outcomes. 
The One-Size-Fits All Approach to Higher Education: Problems and Limitations 
Currently, there is a predominance of a "one-size-fits-all" educational theory and 
approach (Davis, 2010). Assessment generally measures a single form of intelligence and 
supports a single definition of excellence as well as only provides periodic feedback. 
Standards are generally uniform, from teaching approach, assignment options, textbook 
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options, grading standards, and forms of assessment. This type of approach clearly disregards 
individual differences and provides a very rigid structure to which students must conform. 
Traditional higher education may be best suited for only a limited subset of individual 
characteristics. Students without those characteristics may need to work harder to achieve, 
while many may perform poorly and become disengaged. 
Educational researchers support this notion by suggesting that the fault of a "one-size-
fits-all" approach is that student differences are masked and not taken into consideration 
during educational planning (Tomlinson & Kalbfleisch, 1998). Thus, a "one-size-fits-all" 
approach provides little flexibility in accommodating variation between students. For 
example, in higher education, students are often taught in a teacher-centered, lecture style 
fashion where they passively receive information and recall it on an examination that 
requires only a simple or rudimentary understanding of the material (Tan, Aris, & Abu, 
2006). This type of uniform approach to education is likely to serve only a minority of 
students (Gardner, 1995), while being ineffective for a majority of students and potentially 
harmful to some (Tomlinson & Kalbfleisch, 1998). For example, Joiner et al. (2002), found 
in a review of research on college mathematics that many students did not respond positively 
to the traditional lecture approach. 
In order for students to accomplish learning objectives more efficiently, pedagogical 
practices and procedures need to be adapted to accommodate individual differences. Many 
researchers agree that in the context of a heterogeneous student body, differentiation in the 
classroom is clearly needed (Landrum & McDuffie, 2010). These researchers support the 
implementation of a more student-centered classroom that promotes differentiated instruction 
that meets the needs of every student. 
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From a person-environment fit standpoint, personality can provide a good example of 
how a uniform approach can be ineffective. As previously mentioned, the structure of a 
higher education classroom often involves an instructor lecturing to students while they sit 
quietly and absorb information. This type of format likely serves the needs of only a few 
students. Specifically, extraverted students lack the social interaction they require to be 
engaged, while students high on openness to experience may benefit from a more proactive 
environment. This type of classroom structure is likely best suited for introverted students 
who, therefore, possess a competitive advantage when compared to students with different 
needs. Indeed, Woszczynski, Gutherie, and Shade (2005) maintain that most students are 
fully capable and motivated to succeed in higher education, but many struggle with the 
approaches used to present material. 
When using an individualized approach to education, a student's attributes are taken 
into consideration along with academic goals (Landrum & McDuffie, 201 0). 
Accommodations may include changes to information delivery method, type of student 
performance required, and/or method of assessment. Individualized instruction does not 
necessarily imply that instruction must be one-on-one. Individualized instruction can be 
tailored to an individual, a small group, or an entire classroom. This type of student-centered 
approach has been shown to increase creativity, mathematical and verbal achievement, 
critical thinking, student satisfaction, student participation, and student self-esteem (Freiberg 
& Lamb, 2009). It has also been related to a decline in dropout rates, disruptive behavior, and 
absences. Clearly, providing students with options that match their individual needs can 
increase positive student outcomes while decreasing negative ones, although it is still unclear 
as to what attributes matter. 
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In order to base classroom environments on individual-level attributes, research is 
needed to determine what individual-level attributes are important. Several personality traits 
have been shown to be predictive of college attrition and dropout rates (Lounsbury, 
Saudargas, Gibson, & Leong, 2005). It may be that certain personality types do not fit well 
into the traditional college classroom, which results in negative outcomes for the student and 
possible attrition. For example, Feldman, Smart, & Ethington (2004) demonstrated that 
students who felt dissimilar with their peers in an academic setting needed to apply more 
academic effort in order to sustain a level that was congruent with their peers. In the process, 
they also had less time for social and recreational activities and developed more personal 
problems. If students were better matched with suitable educational environments, these 
negative outcomes would presumably decline. Principles of person-environment fit theory 
may be helpful in assessing whether student personality and dimensions of classroom 
environments are important predictors in the process. 
The Promise of Fit Research in Higher Education 
Several positive outcomes have been found to be byproducts of person-environment 
fit, suggesting that the theory has the potential to provide useful information in educational 
research. Congruence between individuals and their environment has been shown to increase 
academic performance, persistence in college, job satisfaction, and stability of occupational 
choice (Jagger & Neukrug, 1992), which would all be beneficial outcomes for higher 
education students. Among other things, academic failure is associated with an inability to 
become financially self-sufficient (Peeke et al., 1998). Therefore, increased academic 
achievement through person-environment congruence may also increase student self-esteem 
and quality oflife. Aside from economic benefits associated with increased academic 
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achievement through congruence, student populations could also haye the potential to gain 
beneficial knowledge, skills, and abilities as well as enjoy greater satisfaction and reduced 
stress as a result of fit. 
Although fit research has examined some positive outcomes at the individual-level, 
there is potential to discover outcomes that are applicable to higher education in general and 
therefore translate more seamlessly into real-world situations. For example, a link between 
personality traits, classroom environments, and positive outcomes would be beneficial for 
colleges and universities. It might assist higher education institutions in developing better 
tools for assessing what types of individuals would prosper on their campuses (Farsi des & 
Woodfield, 2003), which may also lead to the development of more effective recruitment 
strategies. As individuals select certain organizations and institutions, in part because they 
perceive them to fit well with their own needs (Harms, Roberts, & Winter, 2006), colleges 
and universities could also gain information on how to increase their applicant pools. These 
institutions might enjoy the benefit of increased retention if more positive student academic 
performance is a consequence of congruence between personality traits and classroom 
environments. This research has the potential to be beneficial to education and society in a 
broad spectrum, as enhancing positive student outcomes could help to reestablish a culture of 
learning. By contrast, maintaining a traditional "one-size-fits-all" approach to higher 
education will allow the current culture oflow expectations to persist which ultimately leads 
to an undereducated population with little variation in knowledge, skills, and abilities. 
Because of the potential relationship to future outcomes of education, results may 
have the ability to contribute to a better prepared workforce. We need to dramatically 
increase the amount of young adults gaining valuable skills and credentials necessary in the 
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21st century economy (W eisstein & Jacobson, 2009). It has been reported that degree-
completion rates in the U.S. are lower than those of other nations ("Higher Education Stats 
Stir New Concerns in USA," 2006) signaling that we are less competitive in the global 
market. In response, researchers have proposed that establishing multiple pathways with a 
variety of postsecondary options is the most efficient way to ensure that the U.S. remains 
intellectually competitive (Weisstein & Jacobson). Essentially, the results from the proposed 
research could provide information on how to better meet potentially diverse student needs in 
preparing them for the working world. Results from this study may provide needed guidance 
in regards to how to structure higher education to produce positive learning outcomes for all 
students. In addition to producing a more competitive workforce, more positive learning 
outcomes may also increase earnings, as people with advanced degrees have been found to 
earn four times as much as people without a high school diploma ("Statistics about Higher 
Education," 2008). 
The results from this research also have the potential to translate into and benefit 
workplace environments. Similarities have been found between traditional organizational 
environments and higher-level educational classrooms (Westerman & Vanka, 2005). For 
example, instructors have similarities with managers in that they decide on communication 
and feedback methods, provide the necessary resources and inputs to complete tasks, control 
work progress, and rate performance. It is essential for managers to understand how to most 
effectively communicate with their teams to attain goals and objectives and maintain high 
performance and productivity. The effects of this research could be most readily applied to 
training or skill development situations where a manager must be aware of the learning needs 
and preferences of a diverse group of trainees in order for the training to be effective. 
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Understanding how personality interacts with environment to produce learning outcomes 
would be beneficial for managers in a variety of settings including performance assessment 
and developmental feedback. Results concerning how student personality affects student-
classroom environment fit may provide valuable insights into how employee personality 
affects person-environment fit in organizations. 
Review of the Literature 
The following review will begin with an examination of the theory behind person-
environment fit, what assumptions it presumes, and its potential application to educational 
settings. This review will then examine the two descriptions of fit under examination in this 
study, personality and classroom environment. I begin with an assessment of personality, 
how it applies to educational research, and the most appropriate operationalization of the 
construct of personality. Then, I appraise whether classroom environment is a meaningful 
factor in educational rese~ch. Finally, I conclude the review of the literature with an 
exploration of whether personality and classroom environment interact to produce 
meaningful outcomes in traditional higher education settings. 
Person-Environment Fit. 
In order to understand how personality and classroom environment can interact to 
produce meaningful outcomes, a review of person-environment theory is necessary. Person-
environment fit theory is rooted in several other theories including need-press theory 
(Murray, 1938), Holland's (1973, 1996) theory of vocational behavior, the theory of work 
adjustment (Dawis & Lofquist, 1984), and theories of interactional psychology (Schneider, 
Smith, & Goldstein, 2000; Terborg, 1981). These theories explore the role ofboth the person 
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and the situation in behavior and conclude that fit or congruence between persons and their 
environments produces positive consequences (Ehrhart, 2006). 
Arguably, most influential to the contemporary theory of person-environment fit is 
Holland's (1973, 1996) theory of vocational behavior. Holland believed that "human 
behavior is a function of the interaction between individuals and their environments" 
(Feldman et al., 2004, p. 528). The theory advocates assessing individuals, environments, and 
the interaction between the two to determine fit or congruence. Holland describes three 
components upon which his theory is based: that environments tend to reward and reinforce 
different patterns of interests and abilities of people, that individuals have a tendency to 
choose environments compatible with their personalities, and that individuals tend to excel in 
environments that are congruent with or that "fit" their personality. Feldman et al. (2004) 
suggest that although Holland's theory was aimed at understanding vocational behavior, it is 
easily applied to higher education environments. In a longitudinal study on college and 
university students, he found supporting evidence for Holland's three components. 
Based on Holland's original postulations, person-environment (P-E) fit assumes that 
(a) meaningful and reliable differences can be assessed between individuals and (b) between 
environments and (c) considers that matching individuals and environments will increase the 
likelihood of positive outcomes (Chartrand, 1991). P-E fit theory also supports the notion 
th~t people seek out environments that are congruent with their attributes and assumes that P-
E fit is ongoing and reciprocal. 
Since individuals and environments differ in meaningful and reliable ways, P-E fit 
theory allows us to recognize important patterns and utilize them to organize individuals and 
environments to achieve optimal outcomes (Chartrand, 1991). Congruence between 
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individuals and their environments can be measured along a continuum with greater fit 
leading to more positive outcomes (Swanson & Fouad, 1999). These outcomes can include 
achievement, performance, satisfaction, tenure, retention, and stability, and can be associated 
with both individuals and environments. Poorer congruence is likely to lead to more negative 
outcomes such as poor performance, dissatisfaction, and stress (Hampton, 1991). 
Although the concept of person-environment fit theory can be applied to many 
situations, studying individual and environmental patterns in an academic setting could 
provide information concerning the possibility of enhanced performance and satisfaction. 
Research has shown that aligning learning environments with the needs of hyperactive 
children is very beneficial to their development and learning (Flynn & Rapoport, 1976), 
suggesting that perhaps aligning learning environments to the personality dimensions of 
students would have the same effect. Fraser and Fisher (1983) suggest that providing greater 
attention to person-environment fit is a key determinant of a student's classroom 
achievement and functioning. They found that congruence between a student's preferred 
classroom environment and actual classroom environment can be as significant as the nature 
of the actual environment when predicting achievement. Person-environment fit research 
shows promise in benefitting education, but determining what specific factors will have the 
most influence has yet to be examined and discussed. 
Personality as the "Person" Factor of P-E Fit. 
The impact of two components of the person-environment equation proposed in this 
research (personality and classroom environment) must be investigated and discussed in 
order to ensure sound rationale. The main question to be examined here is whether 
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personality should be considered in the person side of the debate, particularly in educational 
research. If so, the most appropriate operationalization of personality must be identified. 
Personality is seen as a generally stable individual characteristic (Nijhuis, Segers, & 
Gijselaers, 2007) and can be conceptualized as the preferences each individual has that direct 
his or her interaction with the world (Davis, 201 0). Although seldom used to study person-
environment fit (Ehrhart, 2006), personality as an independent and direct factor has been 
found to be a useful tool in educational settings. Research that spans five decades has shown 
that personalities relate systematically and predictably to a range of educational outcomes 
(Furnham, Christopher, Garwood, & Martin, 2008). For example, ·personality has been 
generally related to academic performance (Caspi, Chajut, Saporta, & Beyth-Marom, 2006). 
Specifically, conscientiousness, openness to experience, and emotional stability all relate 
positively to academic achievement. Personality traits have also been related to classroom 
behaviors including amount of participation, oral expression, written expression, motivation, 
work habits, and grasp of subject matter. Personality can have both positive and negative 
effects on student outcomes which supports the notion that traditional higher education 
classrooms are structured to produce positive outcomes for certain personality dimensions 
while producing negative outcomes for others. 
Personality has also been related to learning styles in meaningful ways (Zhang, 2006). 
Learning styles are the ways an individual understands and maintains information and finds it 
most easy to learn (Wang, Wang, Wang, & Huang, 2006). Learning styles remain stable 
across time (Salter, Evans, & Forney, 2006) and have been shown to correlate strongly with 
academic performance (Diaz-Grandados, Dominguez, Ricardo, Ballesteros, & Fontalvo, 
2009). Learning styles and personality have been found to overlap, and some argue that 
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learning styles are a sub-set of personality (Zhang, 2006). Personality, across multiple 
studies, has been found to be predictive oflearning styles suggesting that it may be beneficial 
to study education in terms of personality. While some may argue that learning styles are the 
more appropriate factor to study, research suggests that learning style constructs and 
measures are not as fully developed as conceptualizations and measures of personality; 
specifically the Five Factor Model. Learning styles are still researched under various 
conceptualizations and instruments measuring them have been criticized for low reliability, 
validity, and response bias (Martin, 201 0). While assessing learning styles in the proposed 
study may be a viable option in the future, studying personality is the more robust option in 
the present. 
Personality has also been related to student preference in regard to grading or 
evaluation method in educational settings (Furnham et al., 2008). Specifically, extraverts 
have been shown to prefer multiple choice, group work, and oral assessment. Students high 
on openness to experience favored oral exams and essays, while disliking group work and 
multiple choice assessment. Conscientious students preferred continuous assessment while 
agreeable students preferred essays. If personality traits are related to a preference for certain 
forms of assessment, it is likely they will have a relation with broader manifestations of their 
learning environment. 
Students' personality traits have also been related to residence hall placement, 
orientation, leadership development, and advising (Lounsbury et al., 2005). Personality 
information may be useful in nearly every college situation where a student has to make a 
choice concerning commitment, involvement, membership, and/or participation including 
major, course load, course format, student organizations, study habits, degree pacing, career 
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planning, and many others. In summary, the research to date on the effect of personality on 
educational preferences and outcomes indicates a relatively strong relationship with broad-
based effects. 
Essentially, personality is an important factor to consider in educational research. 
Personality research has vast potential to provide researchers and educators information on 
why so many students fail to succeed in the current educational system (Woszczynski et al., 
2005). 
In regards to the measurement of personality, there exists general agreement on the 
most useful and accepted operationalization of personality as a construct. Five factors of 
personality have consistently emerged across major personality inventories (Lievens, 
Decaesteker, Coetsier, & Geimaert, 2001), leading to a parsimonious model of personality 
structure that includes five fundamental dimensions (extraversion, neuroticism, openness to 
experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness) referred to as the Five Factor Model 
(Barrick & Mount, 1991). This model has been shown to possess substantial heritability, 
stability across the life span, consistency across data sources, and replicability across 
languages and cultures, as well as little to no adverse impact on national origin, ethnic, or 
gender subgroups (Lounsbury et al., 2005). This study will employ the generally accepted 
Five-Factor Model of personality to determine the outcomes produced by the interaction of 
personality and classroom environment. 
Classroom Environment as the "Environment" Factor of P-E Fit. 
Westerman and Simmons (2007) suggest that research has disproportionately focused 
on a direct link between personality and outcomes and has neglected to examine the strong 
impact of one's environment. The research foundations examining the effects of 
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environment on learning include Kirtz and Moos (1974), who assert that dimensions of 
environmental stimuli are distinct and have distinguishing effects on physiological processes. 
Kirtz and Moos suggest the use of environmental measurement to predict environments that 
may be beneficial (or disadvantageous) to particular groups of people. These environmental 
effects can translate into higher education since environments may carry great influence in 
student collegiate learning (Feldman et al., 2004). 
The environmental component in the person-environment equation proposed in this 
research is the classroom. Classroom environments are both psychological and social in 
nature (Joiner et al., 2002) and many student outcome variables may be affected by this 
psychosocial environment. However, although a wealth of evidence exists concerning the 
influence of personality on educational outcomes, the empirical research on the effects of 
classroom environment is less well established. In one of the few such studies, Fry and 
Addington (1984) examined the effects of open versus traditional classrooms. They found 
that participants in open classrooms exhibited higher achievement in social problem-solving 
cognitions as well as higher ego-strength and self-esteem over participants in traditional 
classrooms. Fraser and Fisher (1983) found that when students had a higher preference for 
their environment, they exhibited greater achievement than students who had a lower 
preference for their environment. Nielsen and Moos (1978) examined high exploration 
classroom environments and found that students who preferred high exploration classroom 
environments were better adjusted and more satisfied than students who preferred low 
exploration classroom environments. Although based on limited research, some researchers 
such as Dorman (2001) feel strongly enough about the research to conclude that student 
outcomes are significantly impacted by the quality of classroom environment. Enhancing the 
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level of research on environmental effects is necessary to improve our level of understanding, 
with the hope that it may allow us to predict student outcomes beyond those understood by 
personality research and allow for more effective environmental adjustments to meet diverse 
student needs. 
Interaction between Personality and Classroom Environment. 
Although personality and classroom environment are important as independent 
factors, there is a gap in research examining whether their interaction would produce 
meaningful outcomes beyond those they can produce individually. Much of the research in 
this area has focused on preference as determined by personality and how it affects choice of 
environment. In a study of choice of specialty area among medical students, students who 
matched each other in personality profile had a tendency to enter similar domains of medical 
practice (Hartung, Borges, & Jones, 2005). Research has also found that individuals are 
attracted to organizations that reflect a culture that is in line with their personality (Judge & 
Cable, 1997; Lievens et al., 2001). However, these studies fail to determine whether such 
personality-based choices actually produce beneficial individual and environmental-level 
outcomes. Further, these studies focus solely on preference, not fit. For the purpose of 
informing personality-classroom environment fit research, a more relevant study was 
conducted by Chamorro-Premuzic, Furnham, and Lewis (2007) who found that students high 
in neuroticism disliked small groups and group discussions, while agreeable and open 
students had a preference for these types of environments. While this study provides limited 
evidence that a relationship exists between personality and classroom environment, it (again) 
is framed in terms of student preference, and a more holistic exploration of the fit between 
these two factors and the specific outcomes fit may produce is needed. 
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Student outcomes have been examined in research on personality-environment fit in 
distance/online learning formats versus traditional classroom formats. Schniedetjans and Kim 
(2005) developed a highly accurate regression model using personality as a variable that 
predicted student outcomes in online course formats as opposed to traditional classroom 
formats. This tool aided students in deciding whether they should participate in online 
formats or opt for more traditional formats. Further, Williamson and Watson (2007) found 
that students who demonstrate positive educational outcomes in distance or online course 
formats have different personality profiles than students who are successful in traditional 
college classrooms. This research stream provides additional evidence that personality and 
classroom environment interact to produce meaningful outcomes for students but is limited to 
comparing traditional classrooms to distance/online classrooms. Although distance/online 
course formats are increasing in popularity, it is important to explore this principle in 
traditional classroom formats, as the majority of higher education settings are composed of 
these learning environments. 
Hence, the ultimate goal of the proposed research is to determine if personality and 
classroom environment interact in meaningful ways in order to produce student outcomes in 
traditional higher education environments. Woszczynski et al. (2005) suggest that personality 
traits and the circumstances in which an individual is placed both play a part in how that 
individual behaves. Likewise, Westerman, Nowicki, and Plante (2002) have suggested that 
matching individual differences to preferences in learning environment would result in 
beneficial outcomes. Although there has been a call for research on the topic of personality 
and learning environment interaction and the outcomes it produces, relatively little research 
has been done. The proposed research answers this call by examining the interaction of 
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person~ity and classroom environment in terms of fit and meaningful individual-level 
factors that are produced as a result of either congruence or incongruence. 
Summary. 
Although some research has been performed on the relationships between student 
personalities, classroom environments, and student outcomes, there remains a distinct need to 
determine if and how classroom environment moderates the relationship between student 
personality and student outcomes in traditional classroom environments. Evidence from this 
research could support differentiating instruction for students along personality and 
classroom environment dimensions to produce better performing and more satisfied students. 
Such information would aid in our ability to be more proactive in assuring that each student 
in higher education receives a positive, rewarding, and valuable experience. Understanding 
personality profiles may also allow teachers to tailor strategies to foster greater success for 
each student. Ultimately, the goal of the proposed research is to give educators enhanced 
too,ls needed to optimize learning and performance for all higher education students. 
The Five Factor Model and Classroom Environment Dimensions 
A review of the research indicated that personality influences perceptions of and 
preferences for learning environments, and students with a preference for their environment 
exhibit greater academic achievement. Essentially, student preferences, influenced by 
personality, interact with the environment to produce either positive or negative outcomes. 
While this research generally supports the congruence hypothesis in academic 
settings, further study is needed to determine if the personality-environment congruence 
hypothesis holds in the traditional college classroom and for more widely accepted 
personality conceptualizations such as the Five Factor Model (Barrick & Mount, 1991). In 
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the follovying sections, I review the Five Factor Model and important dimensions of the 
classroom environment in order to describe the two primary tools that will be used to 
measure personality and classroom environment. I then assess each personality dimension (as 
established by the FFM) on its empirical relation to certain dimensions of classroom 
environments. 
The Big Five Personality Dimensions. 
Researchers have generally agreed that there exist five core dimensions of personality 
(Barrick & Mount, 1991; Costa & McCrae, 1995; McCrae & Costa, 1987). The traits 
identified in the Five Factor Model are the result of decades of factor analytic research 
(Zhang, 2006). The robustness of these dimensions has been evaluated across different 
measures, cultures, theoretical frameworks, and various samples (Costa & McCrae, 1994). 
The five personality dimensions included in the Five Factor Model are extraversion, 
neuroticism, openness to experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness (Barrick & 
Mount, 1991). Features of these dimensions are represented in Table 1. 
Classroom Environment Dimensions. 
In order to determine which dimensions of the classroom environment are important 
to study, the Classroom Environment Scale developed by Trickett and Moos (1973), was 
examined (see Appendix A). This scale is based on a high school classroom environment and 
was developed in order to assess the psychosocial environment of the classroom by asking 
students and teachers to report about their perception of various facets of the classroom. A 
factor analysis of this scale produced the following factors: structure and focus, participative 
learning, classroom involvement, instructor support, and student competition. See Table 2 for 
a description of these factors. Although these factors are not the same as the dimensions 
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described in the original scale, the factors found may be more appropriate and effective to 
use in a contemporary, higher education classroom environment. The conceptualizations of 
the dimensions in the proposed research reflect an exploration of the original measure that 
may prove to be more useful in modern college classrooms. Further information concerning 
the factor analysis can be found in the Methods section. Appendix A provides a reference of 
the original scale used in the factor analysis, and Table 3 provides a description of the 
original factors. Appendix B provides a description of the item loadings for the factors that 
were used in this study. 
Conceptualization of Fit 
Fit has been conceptualized in various ways including supplementary fit, 
complementary fit, needs-supplies fit, and demands-abilities fit (Piasentin & Chapman, 
2006). The following research will examine person-environment fit in a supplementary fit 
framework which measures the similarity between characteristics of individuals and 
environments. This research will also employ indirect measures of fit, meaning individuals 
will not be asked about their direct perceptions of fit with their environment, but rather 
variables within the person and within the environment will be measured and compared in 
order to examine similarity. It has been suggested that this type of measurement is more 
representative of fit because it does not confoWld the two variables being measured and 
allows for their independent contributions to be assessed (Kristof, 1996). In this case, the 
dimensions of personality and classroom environment will be measured and compared to 
asse~s similarity and to determine fit. 
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Hypotheses 
Based on a review of the literature, the following provides an overview of what has 
been found concerning the relationship between each dimension of the Big Five and certain 
dimensions of the classroom environment. Inferential leaps are made in order to propose 
hypotheses that are based on current and available research. These hypotheses are 
exploratory in nature. Although all hypotheses are framed from a congruence standpoint, 
some hypotheses are framed in a bidirectional approach while others are framed in the 
traditional unidirectional approach. Decisions as to whether specific hypotheses should be 
framed in a unidirectional or bidirectional approach were made based on synthesis of the 
current literature available as well as logical inferences. Please reference Appendix C for a 
list of all hypotheses. 
Extraversion. 
As stated previously, extraversion is associated with ambition, sociability, 
gregariousness, talkativeness, assertiveness, impulsivity, and vigor. Because extraverts crave 
interpersonal interaction, it has been suggested that they seek environments with a high 
degree of relationship orientation (Westerman & Simmons, 2007) and affiliation (Buunk, 
Nauta, & Molleman, 2005) and also have a preference for working in groups (Furnham & 
Chamorro-Premuzic, 2005). This research indicates that extraverts may respond positively to 
environments with high participative learning, while people low on extraversion will likely 
respond more positively to environments low on this dimension. Further, in educational 
settings, extraversion has been found to be positively related to appropriate assessment, clear 
goals, and good teaching (Nijhuis et al., 2007). This indicates that extraversion may be 
positively associated with environments providing high structure and focus as well as 
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instructor support. Finally, Westerman and Simmons found that extraversion is a significant 
predictor of preference for goal orientation environments. These environments provide 
opportunities for challenge, success, accomplishment, and maintaining task orientation. 
Given that the dimension of extraversion includes facets such as ambition, assertiveness, and 
vigor, it is clear to see why this link was found. This research stream suggests a possible 
positive relationship between extraverts and environments with high levels of student 
competition, while introverted individuals will likely display a positive relationship with 
environments providing low student competition. Due to these empirical linkages, I 
hypothesize the following: 
Hypothesis 1 (a): As extraversion increases and structure and focus increases, course 
satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Hypothesis 1 (b): As congruence between extraversion and participative learning increases, 
course satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Hypothesis 1 (c): As extraversion increases and instructor support increases, course 
satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Hypothesis 1 (d): As congruence between extraversion and student competition increases, 
course satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Neuroticism. 
The personality dimension of neuroticism is associated characteristics of depression, 
anxiety, anger, emotion, embarrassment, insecurity, and worry. Students high in neuroticism 
have demonstrated higher level of achievement in structured classrooms (Nielson & Moos, 
1978), indicating that they may associate positively with an environment high in structure 
and focus. Neuroticism has also been found to be negatively related to group discussion and 
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small group participation (Chamorro-Premuzic et al., 2007) and affiliation (Buunk et al., 
2005). In educational settings, students high in neuroticism have been shown to perform 
better in classrooms that involve less participation (Nielson & Moos; Williams, 1971). This 
research indicates that students high in neuroticism may respond negatively to environments 
with high participative learning and classroom involvement, while students who are more 
emotionally stable may experience the opposite effect. Due to these empirical linkages, I 
hypothesize the following: 
Hypothesis 2 (a): As neuroticism increases and structure and focus increases course 
satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Hypothesis 2 (b): As congruence between neuroticism and participative learning increases, 
course satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Hypothesis 2 (c): As congruence between neuroticism and classroom involvement increases, 
course satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Openness to Experience. 
The personality dimension of openness to experience is associated with imagination, 
curiosity, culture, broad-mindedness, originality, artistic sensitivity, and intelligence. It has 
been suggested that openness to experience may have an inverse relationship with 
organization, order, and control (Westerman & Simmons, 2007). If true, openness to 
experience may be negatively related to the environmental dimension of structure and focus. 
Openness to experience has also been suggested to be positively related to relationship-
oriented environments that provide high levels of social interaction (Westerman & 
Simmons). In an educational setting, Williams (1971) found that individuals who participated 
actively in the classroom were shown to have higher levels of creativity and originality of 
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thought - which are characteristics of openness to experience. The preceding research 
suggests that openness to experience may be positively related to environments that provide 
high participative learning and classroom involvement, while low openness to experience 
may be positively related to environments that provide low participative learning and 
classroom involvement. Openness to experience has also been negatively related to ~ocial 
comparison (Buunk et al., 2005), suggesting that students high in openness to experience will 
not respond well to environments high in student competition. Due to these empirical 
linkages, I hypothesize the following: 
Hypothesis 3 (a): As openness to experience increases and structure and focus decreases, 
course satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Hypothesis 3 (b): As congruence between openness to experience and participative learning 
increases, course satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Hypothesis 3 (c): As congruence between openness to experience and classroom involvement 
increases, course satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Hypothesis 3 (d): As openness to experience increases and student competition decreases, 
course satisfacti~n and course performance will increase. 
Agreeableness. 
The personality dimension of agreeableness is associated with flexibility, 
courteousness, good-nature, trust, forgiveness, cooperation, tolerance, and soft-heartedness. 
Agreeableness has been found to have a positive relationship with system maintenance 
(which refers to organization, order, and clear expectations). This suggests that students high 
in agreeableness may respond positively to classroom environments high in structure and 
focus. Agreeableness has also been found to be related positively with affiliation (Buunk et 
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al., 2005) and with environments that reinforce relationships (Westerman & Simmons, 2007). 
More specifically, agreeable students prefer group discussion and participation in small 
groups (Chamorro-Premuzic et al., 2007; Furnham et al., 2005). This research suggests that 
students high in agreeableness may respond well to environments that offer high participative 
learning, while student low in agreeableness may respond positively to environments that 
offer low participative learning. Due to these empirical linkages I hypothesize the following: 
Hypothesis 4 (a): As agreeableness increases and structure and focus increases, course 
satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Hypothesis 4 (b): As congruence between agreeableness and participative learning increases, 
course satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Conscientiousness. 
The personality dimension of conscientiousness is associated with dependability, 
thoroughness, carefulness, organization, responsibility, achievement-orientation, hard work, 
and perseverance. Conscientiousness has been related to being orderly, goal-oriented, having 
a need for continuous improvement (Westerman & Simmons, 2007), and having a preference 
for clear goals (Nijhuis et al., 2007). Chamorro-Premuzic et al. (2007) have found that 
conscientious students are achievement-oriented, ambitious, organized, and hard-working. 
These conclusions suggest that conscientious students may respond more effectively to 
environments that offer high structure and focus and student competition while students low 
in conscientiousness may respond more positively to environments low on these dimensions. 
As a result, I hypothesize the following: 
Hypothesis 5 (a): As congruence between conscientiousness and structure and focus 
increases, course satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
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Hypothesis 5-{b): As congruence between conscientiousness and student competition 
increases, course satisfaction and course performance will increase. 
Method 
Participants and Procedures 
The data used for the proposed research is archival in nature and does not provide any 
identifiers and cannot be linked to identifiable information and therefore does not require 
International Review Board approval. The original study that collected the data was IRB 
approved. The sample was drawn from a medium-sized university in the southeastern United 
States. All participants were undergraduate students enrolled in Introductory Psychology 
courses. Students in forty-one separate classrooms were asked to participate in the study 
yielding a sample size of 732 participants. 
Students were assessed at three different times in the semester. These times are 
referred to as initial, interim, and final. In the initial measurement, occurring within the first 
two weeks of the semester, students completed the measure to assess their personalities. At 
the interim measurement, occurring in weeks ten through twelve of the semester, students 
completed the measure to assess each student's perceptions of his or her classroom 
environment. At the final measurement, occurring within the last two weeks of the semester, 
students completed the course satisfaction assessment. Final grades for each consenting 
participant were collected from instructors in order to assess student performance. 
Assessments at all three times were completed outside of class using an online survey 
program. Students received course credit for their participation. Data were collected and 
aggregated across three semesters. 
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Measures 
Personality. Personality was assessed using the NEO-Five Factor Inventory (NEO-
FFI) Form S. This inventory uses self-report to assess the Big Five personality dimensions, 
including extraversion, neuroticism, openness to experience, agreeableness, and 
conscientiousness (McCrae & Costa, 2004). The NEO-FFI Form S is a 60-item inventory 
where each item is rated on a 5-point scale ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly 
agree" (see Appendix D). The validity of the five factors assessed by the NEO-FFI has been 
specified by a number of studies (Costa & McCrae, 1995; McCrae & Costa, 1987). The 
NEO-FFI has also been used to assess personality in several studies concerning the 
relationship between personality and environment (Chamorro-Premuzic et al., 2007; 
Westerman et al., 2002; Westerman & Simmons, 2007). 
Classroom Environment. The classroom environment was assessed using a 
shortened and adapted version of the Classroom Environment Scale developed by Trickett 
and Moos (1973; see Appendix A). The measure was shortened and adapted by researching 
several studies that examined the factor structure of the CES (see Deemer, 2004; Trickett & 
Quinlan, 1979). Initially, all items with high factor loadings were selected to be included in 
the measure. The measure was further shortened by removing items that were not applicable 
to a college classroom environment. The measure was then changed from a true/false format 
to a 5-point scale format in order to provide consistency between the scale used to measure 
personality and the scale used to measure classroom environment. The measure used 
consisted of 32 items, some reverse coded, that evaluated the dimensions of involvement, 
affiliation, teacher support, task orientation, order and organization, rule clarity, innovation, 
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and student competition. Four items were originally used to assess each dimension along a 5-
point scale that ranged from "not at all like my classroom" to "exactly like my classroom." 
The original scales used provided poor reliabilities (see Table 4). For this reason, an 
exploratory factor analysis was performed in order to develop more parsimonious predictors. 
Principal Axis Factoring with an oblimin rotation was used. An iterative process was 
employed with items loadings higher than .35 on multiple factors being removed in each 
iteration until only a distinct set of factors remained. Items in each factor were examined for 
common themes, and scale dimensions were developed. The following factors were 
extracted: structure and focus, participative learning, classroom involvement, instructor 
support, and student competition. Please reference Figure 1 for the pattern matrix and Table 5 
for scale reliabilities. Descriptions of the new factors are available in Table 2. 
Student Performance. Student performance was determined by examining each 
student's final percentage grade for the course. Course grades were obtained from each 
student's instructor with the student's consent. 
Student Satisfaction. Student satisfaction was assessed using four questions 
including, "Overall, I rate this course as excellent," "I am really excited about this class," "I 
think what we are studying in this class will be useful to know," and "I think what we are 
studying in this class will be important to know" (see Appendix E). Each item was rated on a 
5-point scale ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree." 
Results 
Data Aggregation 
Data were aggregated to the classroom-level. rwg (James, Demaree, & Wolf, 1984) 
calculations were examined for the classroom environment subscales of structure and focus, 
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participative learning, classroom involvement, instructor support, and student competition. 
These calculations provided average agreement indices of .89, .77, .75, .75, and .85, 
respectively. The averages rwg demonstrated that agreement indices were high among 
students in the various classrooms and, therefore, provided evidence to aggregate to the 
classroom level. 
Descriptive Statistics 
Table 6 presents the means, standard deviations, correlations, and reliability 
(Cronbach's alpha) estimates of the research yariables. Reliability estimates were generally 
high but fell below the general . 70 cut-off score in the classroom involvement, instructor 
support, and student competition subscales of the classroom environment measure. Although 
these specific reliabilities are lower than the general . 70 cut-off, they are higher than the 
reliabilities the original subscales produced. Table 4 provides the reliability estimates for the 
subscales of the original classroom environment measure used in the data collection. Table 5 
provides the reliability estimates for the subscales derived from the exploratory factor 
analysis. Clearly, the reliability estimates for the new subscales are more robust than those 
for the original subscales. 
Examining Congruence Relationships 
Testing the impact of the congruence between personality dimensions and 
characteristics of the classroom environment on the outcomes in the study would have been 
simple and straightforward if the congruence terms were single variables. However, since 
person-environment fit is composed of two variables (i.e., personality dimension and 
classroom environment dimension), estimating the effects that fit has on an outcome requires 
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techniques that can appropriately examine the simultaneous effect that individual and 
environmental characteristics have on student performance and satisfaction. 
The most popular technique for assessing the fit between two entities is use of a 
bivariate congruence index such as an algebraic (X- Y), absolute (IX- Yl), or squared 
difference (X- Y)2. However, a number of researchers have criticized the use of these 
methods for a wide variety ofreasons (see Cronbach, 1958; Edwards, 1991; Johns, 1981; 
Nunnally, 1962). Thus, this study uses a polynomial regression procedure to examine the fit 
that exists between student personality characteristics and the classroom environment (see 
Edwards, 1994; Edwards & Parry, 1993). This procedure does not collapse individual and 
environmental variables into a single index; rather, it examines the effect that congruence 
between student personality and classroom environment has on satisfaction and performance 
using the following equation: 
Z= bo + b1X + b2Y + b~ + b¢Y + bsY2 + e 
(where Z represents either satisfaction or performance, X represents the students score on the 
personality dimension, and Y represents the aggregated classroom environment score). 
This procedure also assumes that the relationship between congruence and an 
outcome should be considered in three dimensions. As a result, a surface response 
methodology (Edwards & Parry, 1993; Kutner, Nachtsheim, Neter, & Li, 2005) was 
employed to interpret the joint relationship personality and classroom environment have on 
course satisfaction and course performance. 
Mixed Modeling 
As students were nested within classrooms, and relationships were introduced 
between participants, the independence of data assumption that underlies traditional 
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ordinary-least-squares regression (OLS) regression was violated. For this reason, a 
maximum likelihood random effects modeling (ML-REM) procedure was used to examine if 
congruence between student personality and classroom environment had an impact on course 
satisfaction and course performance beyond that which could be attributed to the class from 
which the student was sampled. 
The ML-REM procedure first compared the -2 log likelihood from models with no 
random effects (i.e., regression models in which the intercepts and predictor slopes were not 
allowed to vary across classrooms), against the models which used the grand mean of the 
outcome as their only predictor. Next, the models with no random effects were compared 
against the random intercepts models (i.e., regression models in which the intercepts were 
allowed to vary across classrooms). Finally, the random intercepts models were compared 
against the random slopes and intercepts models (i.e., regression models in which the both 
intercepts and predictor slopes were allowed to vary across classrooms). 
As can be seen in Tables 7 and 8, the random intercepts model improved the 
prediction of course satisfaction over the no random effects model in seven of the fifteen 
hypothesis testing models and improved the prediction of the course performance in all 
fifteen models. The random intercept and slopes models failed to converge for all fifteen 
models predicting course satisfaction and thirteen of the fifteen models predicting course 
performance, indicating no additional variance was explained by estimating the slopes for 
these classrooms. The two random intercepts and slopes models that did converge failed to 
improve the prediction of course performance over the random intercepts models. Although 
not all of the random intercepts models were significant in predicting the study's outcomes 
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over the models with no random effects, the random intercepts models for both outcomes 
were used to test the study's hypotheses for comparability purposes. 
Hypothesis Testing 
Course Satisfaction. Table 9 shows that for each hypothesis, the random intercepts 
model significantly predicted course satisfaction better than the null base model. The table 
also provides a summary of the results for the hypothesis testing for the course satisfaction 
outcome. 
Hypothesis 1(a) proposed that as extraversion and structure and focus increases, 
course satisfaction would also increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in Figure 2, course 
satisfaction was maximized when both extraversion and structure and focus were high, as 
denoted by circle A in the plot. Additionally, course satisfaction was minimized when 
extraversion and structure and focus were low, as denoted by circle Bon the plot. These 
results provide support for Hypothesis 1 (a) for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 1 (b) proposed that as congruence between extraversion and participative 
learning increases, course satisfaction would also increase. As can be seen in the surface plot 
in Figure 3, course satisfaction was maximized when both extraversion and participative 
learning were high, as denoted by circle A in the plot. Course satisfaction was minimized, 
rather than maximized, when extraversion and participative learning were low, as denoted by 
circle B on the plot. Although the data does not represent a traditional fit relationship where 
an outcome is maximized everywhere along the line of perfect fit, it does reflect a positive fit 
relationship. Thus, these results provide partial support for Hypothesis 1(b) for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 1(c) proposed that as extraversion and instructor support increases, course 
satisfaction would also increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in Figure 4, course 
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satisfaction was maximized when both extraversion and instructor support are high, as 
denoted by circle A in the plot. Additionally, course satisfaction was minimized when 
extraversion and instructor support were low, as denoted by circle Bon the plot. These 
results provide support for Hypothesis l(c) for this outcome. 
Hypothesis l(d) proposed that as congruence between extraversion and student 
competition increases, course satisfaction would also increase. As can be seen in the surface 
plot in Figure 5, there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course satisfaction was not 
maximized along the line of fit; however, there was a main effect for environment. As 
denoted by oval A in the plot, course satisfaction generally increased as student competition 
increased, regardless the students' level of extraversion. Thus, Hypothesis 1 (d) was not 
supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 2(a) proposed that as neuroticism and structure and focus increases, 
course satisfaction will also increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in Figure 6, there is 
no fit relationship between the variables. Course satisfaction was not maximized when both 
neuroticism and structure and focus were high; however, there was a main effect for 
environment. As denoted by oval A in the plot, course satisfaction generally increased as 
structure and focus increased, regardless of the students' level of neuroticism. Thus, 
Hypothesis 2(a) was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 2(b) proposed that as congruence between neuroticism and participative 
learning increases, course satisfaction will also increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in 
Figure 7, there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course satisfaction was not 
maximized when both neuroticism and participative learning were high; however, there was 
a main effect for the individual. As denoted by oval A in the plot, course satisfaction 
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generally increased as neuroticism increased, regardless of the environment's level of 
participative learning. Thus, Hypothesis 2(b) was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 2(c) proposed that as congruence between neuroticism and classroom 
involvement increases, course satisfaction will also increase. As can be seen in the surface 
plot in Figure 8, there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course satisfaction was not 
maximized along the line of fit; however, there was a main effect for the individual. As 
denoted by oval A in the plot, course satisfaction generally increased as neuroticism 
increased, regardless of the environment's level of classroom involvement. Thus, Hypothesis 
2( c) was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 3(a) proposed that as openness to experience increases and structure and 
focus decreases, course satisfaction will increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in Figure 
9, there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course satisfaction was not maximized 
when openness to experience was high and structure and focus was low; however, there was 
a main effect for environment. As denoted by oval A in the plot, course satisfaction generally 
increased as structure and focus increased, regardless of students' level of openness to 
experience. Thus, Hypothesis 3(a) was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 3(b) proposed that as congruence between openness to experience and 
participative learning increases, course satisfaction would also increase. As can be seen in the 
surface plot in Figure 10, there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course 
satisfaction was not maximized along the line of fit; however, there was a main effect for the 
individual and the environment. As denoted by oval A in the plot, course satisfaction 
generally increased as openness to experience decreased, regardless of the environment's 
level of participative learning. As denoted by oval B, course satisfaction generally increased 
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as participative learning increased, regardless of students' level of openness to experience. 
Thus, Hypothesis 3(a) was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 3( c) proposed that as congruence between openness to experience and 
classroom involvement increases, course satisfaction would also increase. As can be seen in 
the surface plot in Figure 11, course satisfaction was maximized when both openness to 
experience and classroom involvement were high, as denoted by circle A in the plot. Course 
satisfaction was minimized, rather than maximized, when openness to experience and 
classroom involvement were low, as denoted by circle Bon the plot. Although the data does 
not represent a traditional fit relationship where an outcome is maximized everywhere along 
the line of perfect fit, it does reflect a positive fit relationship. Thus, these results provide 
partial support for Hypothesis 3(cj for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 3( d) proposed that as openness to experience increases and student 
competition decreases, course satisfaction will increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in 
Figure 12, there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course satisfaction was not 
maximized at significantly different points along openness to experience. Course satisfaction 
was minimized when openness to experience was high and student competition was low, as 
denoted by circle A in the plot. This represents the opposite result of what was expected. 
However, there was a main effect for environment. As denoted by oval B, course satisfaction 
generally increased as student competition increased, regardless of students' level of 
openness to experience. Thus, Hypothesis 3(d) was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 4(a) proposed that as agreeableness and structure and focus increase, 
course satisfaction would also increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in Figure 13, 
course satisfaction is maximized when both agreeableness and structure and focus are high, 
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as denoted by circle A in the plot. Course satisfaction is minimized when agreeableness and 
structure and focus are low, as denoted by circle Bon the plot. Thus, Hypothesis 4(a) was 
supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 4(b) proposed that as congruence between agreeableness and participative 
learning increases, course satisfaction would also inciease. As can be seen in the surface plot 
in Figure 14, course satisfaction is maximized when both agreeableness and participative 
learning are high, as denoted by circle A in the plot. Course satisfaction is minimized, rather 
than maximized, when agreeableness and participative learning are low, as denoted by circle 
B on the plot. Although the data does not represent a traditional fit relationship where an 
outcome is maximized everywhere along the line of perfect fit, it does reflect a positive fit 
relationship. Thus, these results provide partial support for Hypothesis 4(b) for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 5(a) proposed that as congruence between conscientiousness and structure 
and focus increases, course satisfaction will increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in 
Figure 15, there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course satisfaction was not 
maximized along the line of fit; however, there was a main effect for the environment. As 
denoted by oval A, course satisfaction generally increased as structure and focus increased, 
regardiess of students' level of conscientiousn~ss. Thus, Hypothesis 5(a) was not supported 
for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 5(b) proposed that as congruence between conscientiousness and student 
competition increases, course satisfaction would also increase. As can be seen in the surface 
plot in Figure 16, course satisfaction was maximized when both conscientiousness and 
student competition were high, as denoted by circle A in the plot. Course satisfaction was 
minimized, rather than maximized, when conscientiousness and student competition were 
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low, as denoted by circle B on the plot. Although the data does not represent a traditional fit 
relationship where an outcome is maximized everywhere along the line of perfect fit, it does 
reflect a positive fit relationship. Thus, these results provide partial support for Hypothesis 
5(b) for this outcome. 
Course Performance. Table 10 shows that for each hypothesis, the random 
intercepts model significantly predicted course performance better than the null base model. 
The table also provides ·a summary of the results for the hypothesis testing for the course 
performance outcome. 
Hypothesis 1(a) proposed that as extraversion and structure and focus increased, 
course performance would also increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in Figure 17, 
there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course performance was not maximized 
when extraversion and structure and focus were both high; however, there was a main effect 
for the individual. As denoted by oval A, course performance generally increased as 
extraversion increased, regardless of the environment's level of structure and focus. Thus, 
Hypothesis 1(a) was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 1 (b) proposed that as congruence between extraversion and participative 
learning increases, course performance would also increase. However, the model did not 
reveal a fit relationship. That is, after accounting for the random intercepts, none of the 
predictors of fit (i.e., X, Y, X, XY, Y2) were significant predictors (Figure 18). Therefore, 
Hypothesis 1 (b) was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 1(c) proposed that as extraversion and instructor support increases, course 
satisfaction would also increase. However, the model did not reveal a fit relationship. That is, 
after accounting for the random intercepts, none of the predictors of fit (i.e., X, Y, X, XY, Y2) 
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were significant predictors (Figure 19). Therefore, Hypothesis 1 (c) was not supported for this 
outcome. 
Hypothesis 1(d) proposed that as congruence between extraversion and student 
competition increases, course performance would also increase. As can be seen in the surface 
plot in Figure 20, course performance was maximized when both extraversion and student 
competition were high, as denoted by circle A. Course performance was minimized, rather 
than maximized, when extraversion and student competition were low, as denoted by circle B 
on the plot. Although the data does not represent a traditional fit relationship where an 
outcome is maximized everywhere along the line of perfect fit, it does reflect a positive fit 
relationship. Thus, these results provide partial support for Hypothesis 1(d) for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 2(a) proposed that as neuroticism and structure and focus increases, 
course performance will also increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in Figure 21, there 
is no fit relationship between the variables. Course performance was not maximized when 
neuroticism and structure and focus were both high; however, there was a main effect for 
environment. As denoted by oval A, course satisfaction generally increased as structure and 
focus increased, regardless of students' level of neuroticism. Thus, Hypothesis 2(a) was not 
supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 2(b) proposed that as congruence between neuroticism and participative 
learning increases, course performance will also increase. However, the model did not reveal 
a fit relationship. That is, after accounting for the random intercepts, none of the predictors of 
fit (i.e., X, Y, X, XY, Y2) were significant predictors (Figure 22). Therefore, Hypothesis 2(b) 
was not supported for this outcome. 
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Hypothesis 2( c) proposed that as congruence between neuroticism and classroom 
involvement increases, course performance will also increase. However, the model did not 
reveal a fit relationship. That is, after accounting for the random intercepts, none of the 
predictors of fit (i.e., X, Y, X, XY, Y) were significant predictors (Figure 23). Therefore, 
Hypothesis 2(c) was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 3(a) proposed that as openness to experience increases and structure and 
focus decreases, course performance will increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in 
Figure 24, course performance was maximized when openness to experience was low and 
structure and focus was low, as denoted by circle A. Course performance was minimized 
when openness to experience and structure and focus were high, as denoted by circle B on 
the plot. These results represent a negative fit relationship that was not hypothesized. Thus, 
Hypothesis 3(a) was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 3(b) proposed that as congruence between openness to experience and 
participative learning increases, course performance would also increase. As can be seen in 
the surface plot in Figure 25, there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course 
performance was not maximized along the line of fit; however, there was a main effect for 
the individual and the environment. Course performance was maximized when openness to 
experience was moderate and participative learning was high, as denoted by circle A in the 
plot. Thus, Hypothesis 3(a) was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 3(c) proposed that as congruence between openness to experience and 
classroom involvement increases, course performance would also increase. As can be seen in 
the surface plot in Figure 26, course performance was maximized when both openness to 
experience and classroom involvement were high, as denoted by circle A in the plot. Course 
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performance was minimized, rather than maximized, when openness to experience and 
classroom involvement were low, as denoted by circle Bon the plot. Although the data does 
not represent a traditional fit relationship where an outcome is maximized everywhere along 
the line of perfect fit, it does reflect a positive fit relationship. Thus, these results provide 
partial support for Hypothesis 3(c) for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 3( d) proposed that as openness to experience increases and student 
competition decreases, course performance will increase. As can be seen in the surface plot 
in Figure 27, there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course performance was not 
maximized along the line of perfect fit; however, there was a main effect for the individual. 
As denoted by oval A, course performance generally increased as student competition 
increased, regardless ofthe students' level of openness to experience. Thus, Hypothesis 3(d) 
was not supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 4(a) proposed that as agreeableness and structure and focus increases, 
course performance would also increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in Figure 28, 
course performance is maximized when both agreeableness and structure and focus are high, 
as denoted by circle A in the plot. Course performance is minimized when agreeableness and 
structure and focus are low, as denoted by circle B on the plot. Thus, Hypothesis 4{a) was 
supported for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 4(b) proposed that as congruence between agreeableness and participative 
learning increases, course performance would also increase. As can be seen in the surface 
plot in Figure 29, course performance is maximized when both agreeableness and 
participative learning are high, as denoted by circle A in the plot. Course performance is 
minimized, rather than maximized, when agreeableness and participative learning are low, as 
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denoted by circle B on the plot. Although the data does not represent a traditional fit 
relationship where an outcome is maximized everywhere along the line of perfect fit, it does 
reflect a positive fit relationship. Thus, these results provide partial support for Hypothesis 
4(b) for this outcome. 
Hypothesis 5(a) proposed that as congruence between conscientiousness and structure 
and focus increases, course performance will increase. As can be seen in the surface plot in 
Figure 30, there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course performance was not 
maximized along the line of fit; however, there were main effects for both the individual and 
the environment. As denoted by oval A, course performance generally increased as structure 
and focus increased, regardless of the students' level of conscientiousness. As denoted by 
oval B, course performance generally increased as conscientiousness increased regardless of 
the environment's level of structure and focus. Thus, Hypothesis 5(a) was not supported for 
this outcome. 
Hypothesis 5(b) proposed that as congruence between conscientiousness and student 
competition increases, course performance would also increase. As can be seen in the surface 
plot in Figure 31, there is no fit relationship between the variables. Course performance was 
not maximized along the line of fit; however, there was a main effect for the individual and 
the environment. As denoted by oval A, course performance generally increased as student 
competition increased, regardless of the students' level of conscientiousness. As denoted by 
oval B, course performance generally increased as conscientiousness increased regardless of 
the environment's level of student competition. Thus, Hypothesis 5(b) was not supported for 
this outcome. 
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Discussion 
The results of the study reveal an interesting pattern of relationships. Given that 
classroom environment was a strong predictor of student satisfaction, this study provides 
support for restructuring instruction for students along classroom environment dimensions to 
produce more satisfied students. Personality dimensions were the predominant predictors of 
performance in this study, lending support to the view that personality traits have remarkable 
impacts on academic achievement. Interestingly, only tho~e personality dimensions framed in 
a "positive" direction were related to course performance suggesting that these ''positive" 
traits have an important relation to success in psychology courses. Unexpectedly, higher 
levels of neuroticism were related to increases in student satisfaction (the opposite direction 
generally found in prior research), and neuroticism was not related to academic performance. 
Structure and focus and student competition seem to be the primary classroom environment 
dimensions that are associated with increases in student satisfaction and performance. Some 
personality and classroom environment combinations were also found to increase 
satisfaction, performance, or both. All but one of these relationships were in the positive 
direction. These results are discussed in the following sections. 
Main Effects 
When considering the performance outcome, most hypotheses have a significant main 
effect for personality, demonstrating that personality disproportionately predicted student 
classroom performance. My results specifically indicate that extraversion, openness to 
experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness have significant relationships with course 
performance. These findings support previous research that suggests that personality has a 
remarkable effect on academic achievement (Trapmann, Hell, Him, & Schuler, 2007). 
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Specifically, Chamorro-Premuzic and Furnham (2003) found that extraversion, 
conscientiousness, and neuroticism were significant predictors of academic performance. 
Although their meta-analysis only found conscientiousness to be a significant predictor of 
academic performance in higher education, in their review, Trapmann et al. cited correlations 
of .40, .42, and . 70 respectively for conscientiousness, openness to experience, and 
extraversion with academic achievement. Additionally, in his meta-analysis, Poropat (2009) 
found significant correlations with academic performance and conscientiousness, 
agreeableness, and openness to experience. Though prior findings on the personality-
classroom performance linkage are somewhat varied, the results from the present study 
suggest that personality is a significant predictor of academic performance. 
While four of the five personality traits studied were significant predictors of 
performance, neuroticism was not. Additionally, the other personality traits are framed in a 
positive direction, suggesting that ''positive" personality traits are related to academic success 
in psychology courses. This finding may be due to the demands required by psychology 
courses. More specifically, psychology courses often involve a great amount of discussion 
and group interaction suggesting that individuals with a positive orientation in extraversion 
may have an advantage in these types of courses. In addition, topics covered in psychology 
courses represent theoretical ideas and are often abstract. Being positively oriented on 
openness to experience and agreeableness may give individuals an advantage with this type 
of course material since these individuals would be more imaginative, creative, flexible, 
tolerant, and cooperative. Finally, psychology courses (as well as most higher education 
courses) require students to be organized, hardworking, and achievement-oriented, 
suggesting that being on the positive end of the spectrum in conscientiousness would be 
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beneficial to performance in these courses. These results may not transfer to other fields, 
such as hard sciences, mathematics, or accounting, which may not emphasize the same 
''positive" characteristics, particularly when considering extraversion, openness to 
experience, and agreeableness. Courses in these fields may be less socially interactive and 
may contain more applied course material. 
Another interesting pattern demonstrated in the performance outcome involves the 
environmental dimensions of structure and focus and student competition. These were the 
only environmental dimensions that significantly predicted student classroom performance. 
These findings suggest that providing both structure and focus and student competition in the 
classroom environment is disproportionately and consistently critical to academic success. 
Providing structure and focus in a classroom provides clarity, predictability, and encourages 
students to concentrate on their performance. For example, classrooms rated high on 
structure and focus in this study were generally well-organized, provided clearly and 
carefully planned lectures, activities, and assignments, provided a clear set of rules, and had 
an instructor that focused on the course material. In addition to structure and focus, providing 
student competition in the classroom has been shown to increase performance by enhancing 
student motivation (Shui-fong, Pui-shan, Law, & Cheung, 2004). 
In contrast to the personality-dominated predictors of student performance, student 
satisfaction was disproportionately predicted by environment. The effect of environment was 
so strong that nearly all of the hypotheses had significant main effects for environment when 
predicting satisfaction. These results demonstrate that satisfaction has a separate and distinct 
predictor from performance and that environment is a strong predictor of student attitudes. 
These results are consistent with other recent research. For example, Sell and Cleal (2011) 
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found that psychosocial factors of the work environment significantly impacted levels of job 
satisfaction. In addition, Trapmann et al. (2007) found that only one of the Big Five 
personality traits, neuroticism, was significantly correlated with satisfaction. These findings 
suggest that environment has a more substantial effect on student attitudes than does 
personality. Such conclusions may have important implications for teaching assessments. 
Since attitudes are more strongly influenced by environments, this may suggest that 
providing satisfying classroom environments would perhaps be more beneficial for 
instructors than affording higher grades in terms of positive teaching evaluations. 
The pattern of results concerning the two outcome variables reveals several important 
findings. In summation, the environmental dimensions of structure and focus and student 
competition seem to be the only environmental components that transcend both outcomes. 
These results demonstrate the importance of structure and focus and student competition in 
psychology courses and perhaps other higher education courses as well. Secondly, attitudes 
and performance are predicted by different characteristics. The higher education community 
would benefit from considering these results when attempting to effect change in student 
performance and satisfaction. 
Fit Relationships 
In terms of personality, most ofthe significant fit results support existing research. 
Extraversion had the most fit relationships suggesting that people high on extraversion tend 
to be more outgoing, sociable, and active in their environments. This conclusion is evidenced 
by the fact that all of the hypotheses for extraversion were partially supported with positive 
fit relationships. More specifically, individuals high on extraversion increased in their 
satisfaction or performance if the corresponding environmental dimension was also high. 
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These results are supported by previous research. Srivastava, Angelo, and V allereux (2008) 
found that extraverts participate in more social interactions and actively engage with the 
environment more than do introverts. 
Neuroticism did not demonstrate any fit relationships and only provided main effects 
in the satisfaction outcome. However, these main effects suggested that as neuroticism 
increases, satisfaction also increases. Neuroticism has generally been found to be a 
significant predictor of satisfaction {Trapmann et al., 2007), but not in the direction of the 
current results. Unlike this study, neuroticism has also generally been found to be a 
significant predictor of performance (Chamorro-Premuzic & Fumham, 2003). However, 
other research results on this association are less clear. For example, Garfinkel et al. (2001) 
found that neuroticism was not a significant predictor of personal or professional satisfaction. 
Further, Trapmann et al. found that neuroticism was not related to academic achievement. 
The net effect of these conflicting results suggests that future research is needed to further 
examine neuroticism's relationship with both satisfaction and performance. 
Openness to experience was related to increased satisfaction and performance when 
students were provided with the opportunity to engage in the classroom activities. This 
finding suggests that as individuals high on openness to experience become more interested 
and are given more say in classroom activities, their satisfaction and performance increase. 
These results may speak to the creative and imaginative nature of the openness to experience 
trait. Specifically, openness to experience is related strongly to motivation for behavioral 
variation meaning that individuals high on this trait have a need to participate in different 
kinds ofbehaviors (Joy, 2004). This may explain why individuals high on openness to 
experience produce positive outcomes when given an opportunity to provide input on what 
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they will be doing in the classroom. In addition, openness to experience has been related to a 
preference for more active involvement in shared decision making concerning health care 
(Flynn & Smith, 2007). Individuals high on openness to experience prefer to offer input and 
deliberate with others when determining their health care needs. These results indirectly 
support the finding in this study that individuals high on openness to experience will produce 
more positive outcomes when given the opportunity to participate in decision-making in the 
classroom. 
Agreeableness was related to increased satisfaction and performance when students 
were provided with an organized and focused classroom and when students were provided 
with social learning opportunities. The findings provide support for the notion that 
agreeableness is related to system maintenance which encompasses organization, order, and 
expectations (Westerman & Simmons, 2007). These results relate to the cooperative nature of 
individuals high on agreeableness and provide support for the belief that agreeableness is 
related to relationship orientation. This is evidenced by several studies where agreeableness 
has been related to interpersonal interaction (Nikolaou, 2003) and social participation 
(Stevens & Ash, 2001). 
Conscientiousness was related to satisfaction when individuals high on this trait were 
placed in environments with high student competition. This outcome relates to the finding 
that individuals high on conscientiousness have a need for continuous improvement and have 
achievement and goal orientations (Chamorro-Premuzic et al., 2007, Westerman & Simmons, 
2007). In terms of performance, congruence with environment may not play an important 
role since conscientiousness on its own has been related to high performance and 
achievement across several studies. In particular, in their meta-analysis, Trapmann et al. 
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(2007) found it to be the only personality trait that was a significant predictor of academic 
achievement in higher education. These results suggest that conscientious individuals will 
perform well in most environments although they may not be as satisfied in most 
environments. 
Overall, the results indicate some variations in performance and satisfaction with 
different combinations of personality and environmental dimensions. The study provides 
evidence that personality types are more satisfied and perform better in varying classroom 
environments. The higher education community needs to further explore these results in the 
interest of better serving their students, with the cautionary note that these results should be 
replicated and examined further. 
More generally, in terms of the fit analyses, the results indicated that all but one of the 
significant fit relationships were in the positive direction, i.e. both predictor variables needed 
to be high in order to produce a significant outcome. These results suggest that if individuals 
are expecting certain characteristics from their environments that are indeed present, their 
outcomes will likely increase. Conversely, if individuals are not expecting certain 
characteristics from their environments, then it does not seem to make a difference in terms 
of student satisfaction and performance whether the characteristics are present or not. 
Implications 
In the broader scope of education, the results point to several interesting conclusions. 
In terms of one-size-fits-all education, the findings are inconclusive. Providing structured and 
focused environments as well as environments that encourage student competition are 
aspects that seem to hold true for most students in both satisfaction and performance 
outcomes. These conclusions lend support to the idea that certain environmental dimensions 
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should be present in all psychology classrooms. However, evidence from this research also 
suggests that different personality types do seem to be more satisfied and perform better in 
varying environments lending support to the notion that one size may not fit all. This result 
was found more consistently for the student satisfaction outcome. Considering that student 
satisfaction is related to retention (Elliot & Healy, 2001), this finding may have important 
implications for the higher education community. More specifically, universities are 
becoming more aware that they are in a service industry. They are emphasizing more the 
importance of meeting student needs and expectations. The general finding from this study, 
that environments are important predictors of student satisfaction, may be critical to the 
future success of universities. As student satisfaction leads to both retention and 
recommendations about the university to others, enhancements in classroom environments 
may provide for more successful recruitment efforts in such universities. 
If, as indicated by the research, personality significantly predicts performance, 
universities may benefit from assessing personality in admissions processes. Research 
indicates that personality has incremental validity over typical measures used in college 
admittance such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (Trapmann et al., 2007). Several researchers 
have supported the concept of using personality assessments in admissions processes in 
higher education institutions. This support is present, in part, because personality measures 
would reduce adverse impact for gender and race. The current study provides support for the 
use of personality measures in admission processes since four of the five personality traits 
measured were significant predictors of academic performance. Using personality measures 
may become a viable option for universities with large numbers of applicants and stringent 
competition for admittance. 
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When considering the world of work, organizations might also benefit from the 
results of this study. As stated previously, the findings suggest that environments impact 
satisfaction. Employee satisfaction has been related to workplace safety, retention, profit, 
productivity, and customer satisfaction (Harter, Schmidt, & Hayes, 2002). In addition, job 
satisfaction has been related to organizational commitment (Mathieu & Zajac, 1990), job 
involvement (Spector, 1997), and many other attitudinal outcomes (Jex & Britt, 2008). 
Organizations could use the results from this study to structure their environments to 
optimize employee satisfaction and reap the benefits of related outcomes . 
. These findings also relate to organizational training and development. Individual 
differences have important implications for training. In the case of personality, 
conscientiousness is an important predictor of training success as it has been strongly 
correlated to both motivation to learn (Colquitt, LePine, & Noe, 2000) and tran:sfer of 
training (Blume, Ford, Baldwin, & Huang, 2010). Additionally, extraversion, agreeableness, 
and openness to experience have also been related positively to training achievement 
(Barrick & Mount, 1991). Some research suggests that neuroticism is negatively related to 
training success (Campbell, Castaneda, & Pulos, 2010). This finding does not fall in line with 
the results of the current study, advocating the need for future research to not only study 
further neuroticism's relationship with performance but more specifically with training 
success. Ultimately, personality is an important predictor of success in training programs. 
The current research supports these findings and suggests that organizations may benefit 
from assessing personalities not only for selection purposes but also for training and 
development intentions. 
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Additionally, this study suggests that the environmental dimensions of structure and 
focus and student competition may also be important predictors of performance in 
organizational training and development programs. Providing trainees with structure and 
focus gives them clarity and predictability in the training environment and allows them to 
concentrate on their performance. The environmental dimension of student competition may 
be even more predictive of performance in an organizational setting as opposed to an 
educational setting. As the organizational culture and training environment encourage more 
competition among employees, employees will perhaps more readily seek development 
opportunities and be more motivated to perform well in these training initiatives. The 
organization may, therefore, benefit from a more talented workforce through the use of this 
tactic. 
The study's findings also add support to the view that satisfaction is not a significant 
predictor of performance. The idea that employee satisfaction leads to increased performance 
has been debated greatly, but the current study suggests that a happy worker is not 
necessarily a productive worker. Past research has found low (Iaffaldano & Muchinsky, 
1985) to moderate (Judge, Thoresen, Bono, & Patton, 2001) correlations between job 
satisfaction and job performance. These results are varied, but the current research suggests 
that these two variables have little relation. Evidence for this argument is provided when 
examining the fit relationships found as most of the personality-environment combinations 
that significantly predicted satisfaction did not predict performance. This pattern suggests 
that satisfaction and performance are different concepts, one being attitudinal and the other 
being behavioral. The research cited above and the current findings suggest that these 
concepts are predicted by different constructs and produce different outcomes. 
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Limitations 
Limitations to the study include that the nature of the measure used to assess 
perceived classroom environment was altered from its original state. Trickett and Moos' 
(1973) Classroom Environment Scale is a 90 item true/false measure that assesses high 
school classrooms along nine dimensions. This measure was altered in that low factor 
loading items were removed, items not related to a college classroom environment were 
removed, and the scale was changed to a 5-point Likert scale in order to provide consistency 
between the scale used to measure personality and the scale used to measure classroom 
environment. Changing the scale may have made the measure consistent with the personality 
measure, but it also removed Trickett and Moos' (1973) forced choice approach. This may 
have altered the factors and classroom environment dimensions significantly. 
The study was also limited in that it only used participants from Introductory 
Psychology courses. These courses may produce significantly different classroom 
environments than other fields. These courses also may demand different characteristics of 
their students in order for students to have positive outcomes. 
Finally, the study was limited by sample size. Although the sample size was large 
enough to find significant effects, a larger sample would have provided more variation. A 
larger sample may have also been more representative of the population. 
Suggestions for Future Research 
Future research should test these findings in different academic fields. Doing so may 
be able to determine if"positive" traits still predict performance, and if environment still 
predicts attitudes. It is possible that different academic fields require different characteristics 
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of students, and may also provide different classroom environments. Therefore, results may 
vary from the findings in the current study. 
Additionally, future research needs to further explore the relationship between 
neuroticism and the outcomes of satisfaction and performance. Although research generally 
suggests that neuroticism is a significant predictor of satisfaction and performance, some 
studies have not found this to be the case. This study adds to this conflicting evidence as 
neuroticism. predicted satisfaction in the opposite direction than is generally found and did 
Iiot predict performance. Further exploration is needed to determine how this personality trait 
is related to satisfaction and performance. 
Finally, several personality-environment fit relationships predicted increased 
satisfaction, performance, or both. These relationships need to be explored further and results 
replicated if they are to be used as a basis for tailoring classroom environments. The higher 
education community has a vested interest to see if these results hold for other disciplines. 
Conclusion 
Evidence from this research supports restructuring instruction for students along 
classroom environment dimensions to produce more satisfied students. In particular, structure 
and focus and student competition seem to be important classroom environment dimensions 
that increase both satisfaction and performance. Personality dimensions were the 
predominant predictors of performance in this study lending support to the view that 
personality traits have remarkable impacts on academic achievement. More specifically, this 
study suggests that positive personality traits are important to success in psychology courses. 
Unexpectedly, neuroticism was positively related to student satisfaction and had no 
significant relation to student performance suggesting that the relationship between 
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neuroticism and these outcomes should be examined further. Some personality and classroom 
environment combinations were found to increase satisfaction, performance, or both. Most of 
these relationships were in the positive direction. These combinations should be further 
studied and developed to determine ifhigher education classrooms would benefit from 
interventions based on these factors. 
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Appendix A 
Original Classroom Environment Scale 
R denotes a reverse-coded item. 
Involvement 
1. Students are often "clock-watching" in class. (R) 
2. . Most students in this class really pay attention to what the instructor is saying. 
3. Students frequently take part in class discussions or activities. 
4. Students sometimes present something they've worked on to the class. 
Affiliation 
5. Students in this class get to know each other really well. 
6. Students enjoy working together on projects in this class. 
7. Students enjoy helping each other with homework. 
8. Students don't have much of a chance to get to know each other in this class. (R) 
Teacher Support 
9. This instructor often spends time just talking with students. 
10. The instructor takes a personal interest in students. 
11. The instructor goes out ofhis/her way to help students. 
12. This instructor wants to know what the students want to learn about. 
Task Orientation 
13. Almost all class time is spent on discussing the course material. 
14. We often spend more time discussing outside student activities than class-related 
material (R) 
15. This instructor often takes time out from the lesson plan to talk about other things. (R) 
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16. The instructor sticks to course material and does not get sidetracked. 
Order and Organization 
17. This is a well-organized class. 
18. Assignments are usually clear so everyone knows what to do. 
19. This class hardly ever starts on time. (R) 
20. Activities and lectures in this course are clearly and carefully planned. 
Rule Clarity 
21. There is a cle;:rr set of rules for students to follow. 
22. There are very few rules to follow. (R) 
23. The instructor is very strict. 
24. The teacher makes a point of sticking to the rules he/she has made. 
Innovation 
25. New and different ways of teaching are tried very often in this course. 
26. The instructor likes students to try unusual projects. 
27. Students have very little to say about how class time is spent. (R) 
28. Students do the same kind of work almost every day in this class. (R) 
Student Competition 
29. Students try hard to get the best grade. 
30. Grades are not very important in this class. (R) 
31. Students have to work for a good grade in this class. 
32. Students usually pass even if they don't do much. (R) 
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AppendixB 
Classroom Environment Dimensions 
Structure and Focus 
1. This is a well-organized class. 
2. Activities and lectures in this course are clearly and carefully planned. 
3. The instructor sticks to the course material and does not get sidetracked. 
4. Assignments are usually clear so everyone knows what to do. 
5. The teacher makes a point of sticking to the rules he/she has made. 
6. Almost all class time is spent on discussing the course material. 
7. There is a clear set of rules for students to follow. 
8. The instructor goes out of his/her way to help students. 
Participative Learning 
9. Students enjoy working together on projects in this class. 
10. Students enjoy helping each other with homework. 
11. Students sometimes present something they've worked on to the class 
12. Students in the class get to know each other really w~ll. 
13. New and different ways of teaching are tried very often in this course. 
14. The instructor likes students to try unusual projects. 
Classroom Involvement 
15. Students don't have much of a chance to get to know each other in this class. (R) 
16. Students have very little input on how the class time is spent. (R) 
17. Students do the same kind of work almost every day in this class. (R) 
18. Students are often clock-watching in class. (R) 
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Instructor Support 
19. This instructor often spends time just talking with students. 
20. This instructor often takes time out from the lesson plan to talk about other things. 
21. The instructor takes a personal interest in students. 
Student Competition 
22. Students have to work for a good grade in this class. 
23. Student usually pass even if they don't do much. 
24. Students try hard to get the best grade. 
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Extraversion 
Appendix C 
Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1 (a): As extraversion increases and structure and focus increases, student 
performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Hypothesis 1 (b): As congruence between extraversion and participative learning increases, 
student performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Hypothesis 1 (d): As extraversion increases and instructor support increases, student 
performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Hypothesis 1 (e): As congruence between extraversion and student competition increases, 
student performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Neuroticism 
Hypothesis 2 (a): As neuroticism increases and structure and focus increases, student 
performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Hypothesis 2 (b): As congruence between neuroticism and participative learning increases, 
student performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Hypothesis 2 (c): As congruence between neuroticism and classroom involvement increases, 
student performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Openness to Experience 
Hypothesis 3 (a): As openness to experience increases and structure and focus decreases, 
student performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Hypothesis 3 (b): As congruence between openness to experience and participative learning 
increases, student performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
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Hypothesis 3 (c): As congruence between openness to experience and classroom involvement 
increases, student performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Hypothesis 3 (d): As openness to experience increases and student competition decreases, 
student performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Agreeableness 
Hypothesis 4 (a): As agreeableness increases and structure and focus increases, student 
performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Hypothesis 4 (b): As congruence betwe~ agreeableness and participative learning increases, 
student performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Conscientiousness 
Hypothesis 5 (a): As congruence between conscientiousness and structure and focus 
increases, student performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
Hypothesis 5 (b): As congruence between conscientiousness and student competition 
increases, student performance and course satisfaction will increase. 
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(R) denotes a reverse coded item. 
Neuroticism 
1. I am not a worrier.(R) 
3. I often feel inferior to others. 
AppendixD 
NEO-FFI 
11. When I'm under a great deal of stress, sometimes I feel like I'm going to pieces. 
16. I rarely feel lonely or blue.(R) 
21. I often feel tense and jittery, 
26. Sometimes I feel completely worthless. 
31. I rarely feel fearful or anxious. (R) 
36. I often get angry at the way people treat me. 
41. Too often, when things go wrong, I get discouraged and feel like giving up. 
46. I am seldom sad or depressed. (R) 
51. I often feel helpless and want someone else to solve my problems. 
56. At times I have been so ashamed I just wanted to hide. 
Extraversion 
2. I like to have a lot of people around me. 
7. I laugh easily. 
12. I don't consider myself especially "light-hearted." (R) 
17. I really enjoy talking to people. 
22. I like to be where the action is. 
32. I often feel as if I'm bursting with energy. 
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27. I usually prefer to do things alone. (R) 
37. I am a cheerful, high-spirited person. 
42. I am not a cheerful optimist. (R) 
47. My life is fast-paced. 
52. I am a very active person. 
57. I would rather go my own way than be a leader of others. (R) 
Openness to Experience 
3. I don't like to waste my time daydreaming. (R) 
8. Once I find the right way to do something, I stick to it. (R) 
13. I am intrigued by the patterns I find in art and nature. 
18. I believe letting people hear controversial speakers can only confuse and mislead 
them. (R) 
23. Poetry has little or no effect on me. (R) 
28. I often try new and foreign foods. 
33. I seldom notice the moods or feelings that different environments produce. (R) 
38. I believe we should look at our religious authorities for decisions on moral issues. (R) 
43. Sometimes when I am reading poetry or looking at a work of art, I feel a chill or wave 
of excitement. 
48. I have little interest in speculating on the nature of the universe or the human 
condition. (R) 
53. I have a lot of intellectual curiosity. 
58. I often enjoy playing with theories or abstract ideas. 
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Agreeableness 
4. I try to be courteous to everyone I meet. 
9. I often get into arguments with my family and peers. (R) 
14. Some people think I'm selfish and-egotistical. (R) 
19. I would rather cooperate with others than compete with them. 
24. I tend to be cynical and skeptical of others' intentions. (R) 
29. I believe that most people will take advantage of you if you let them. (R) 
34. Most people I know like me. 
39. Some people think of me as cold and calculating. (R) 
44. I'm hard-headed and tough-minded in my attitudes. (R) 
49. I generally try to be thoughtful and considerate. 
54. Ifl don't like people I let them know it. (R) 
59. If necessary, I am willing to manipulate people to get what I want. (R) 
Conscientiousness 
5. I keep my belongings neat and clean. 
10. I'm pretty good about pacing myself so as to get things done on time. 
15. I am not a very methodical person. (R) 
20. I try to perform all the tasks assigned to me conscientiously. 
25. I have a clear set of goals and work toward them in an orderly fashion. 
30. I waste a lot of time before settling down to work. (R) 
35. I work hard to accomplish my goals. 
40. When I make a commitment, I can always be counted on to follow through. 
45. Sometimes I'm not as dependable or reliable as I should be. (R) 
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50. I am a productive person who always gets the job done. 
55. I never seem to be able to get organized. (R) 
60. I strive for excellence in everything I do. 
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AppendixE 
Course Satisfaction 
1. Overall, I rate this course as excellent. 
2. I am really excited about this class. 
3. I think what we are studying in this class will be useful to know. 
4. I think what we are studying in this class will be important to know. 
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Table 1 
Five Factor Model Factor Descriptions 
Dimension 
Extraversion 
Neuroticism 
Features 
Ambitious, sociable, gregarious, talkative, assertive, impetuous, 
active 
Depressed, anxious, angry, emotional, embarrassed, insecure, 
worried 
Openness to Experience Imaginative, curious, cultured, broa~-minded, original, artistically 
Agreeableness 
Conscientiousness 
sensitive, intelligent 
Flexible, courteous, good-natured, trusting, forgiving, cooperative, 
tolerant, soft-hearted 
Dependable, thorough, careful, organized, responsible, 
achievement-oriented, hardworking, persevering 
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Table 2 
Classroom Environment Factor Descriptions 
Dimension 
Structure and Focus 
Participative Learning 
Classroom Involvement 
Instructor Support 
Student Competition 
Description 
The extent to which the course material is focused on and the 
classroom is organized. 
The degree to which learning is a social activity in the 
classroom. 
The degree to which students show interest in and provide input 
concerning the activities in the classroom. 
The extent to which the instructor takes an interest in the 
students and material unrelated to the course. 
The level of emphasis placed on academic competition between 
students within the classroom. 
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Table 3 
Original Classroom Environment Scale Factor Descriptions 
Dimension 
Student Competition 
Innovation 
Rule Clarity 
Order and Organization 
Teacher Control 
Task Orientation 
Teacher Support 
Affiliation 
Involvement 
Description 
The level of emphasis placed on academic competition between 
students within the classroom. 
The degree to which various methods of classroom interaction 
and teaching are employed in the class. 
The extent to which rules are explicitly stated and understood in 
the classroom. 
The extent to which activities in the classroom are organized 
well and the extent to which emphasis is placed on the 
maintenance of order. 
The extent and amount of rules that govern student behavior in 
the class. 
The degree to which activities are employed to accomplish 
specific academic goals. 
The degree to which the instructor expresses an interest in 
regard to the students. 
The degree to which students interact with one another and get 
to know one another within the class. 
The degree to which the students show interest in and pay 
attention to the activities in the classroom. 
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Table4 
Reliabilities for Subscales in Original Classroom Environment Scale Used 
Scale Cronbach's Alpha Number of Items 
Involvement .49 4 
Affiliation .71 4 
Teacher Support .69 4 
Task Orientation .59 4 
Order and Organization .69 4 
Rule Clarity .49 4 
Innovation .58 4 
Student Competition .54 4 
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Table 5 
Reliabilities for Subscales in New Classroom Environment Scale 
Scale Cronbach's Alpha Number of Items 
Structure and Focus .77 6 
Participative Learning .80 6 
Classroom Involvement .67 4 
Instructor Support .56 3 
Student Competition .56 3 
Table 6 
Correlations Among Study Variables 
Variable M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
!.Personality- 2.52 0.45 (.71) 
Extraversion 
2.Personality- 1.84 0.67 -.32** (.85) 
Neuroticism 
3. Personality- 2.38 0.54 -.03 .02 (.76) 
Openness 
4.Personality- 2.61 0.49 .33** -.20** .03 (.75) 
Agreeableness 
5.Personality- 2.56 0.56 .18** -.22** -.18** .23** (.84) 
Conscientiousness 
6.CE- Structure 3.72 0.60 .16** -.05 .01 .23** .19** (.77) 
and Focus 
7 .CE- Participative 2.35 0.80 .12** -.07 -.02 .04 .14** .26** (.80) 
Learning 
8.CE- Classroom 3.24 0.79 .07 -.07 .03 .04 .09* .14** .32** (.67) 
Involvement 
9 .CE- Instructor 2.97 0.77 .15** -.01 -.01 .05 .10** .15** .46** .15** (.56) 
Support 
1 O.CE- Student 3.81 0.63 .16** -.02 -.05 .14** .21** .41** .14** .17** .08* (.56) 
Competition 
11.Course 4.00 0.67 .08** -.00 .10 .15** .10** .36** .24** .21** .14** .26** (.85) 
Satisfaction 
12.Final Grade 82.70 17.43 .07** -.02 -.01 .13** .11** .10* -.01 .02 .01 .09** .09** -
Note. Values on main diagonal (in parentheses) represent Cronbach's coefficient alpha. CE denotes Classroom Environment. Final 
Grade was assessed using a single item, therefore its reliability estimate is not available. M denotes the mean and SD denotes the 
standard deviation. *p < .05, 2-tailed. **p < .01 , 2-tailed. N= 732. 
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Table 7 r.t.l d Percent Reduction in Residual Variance over the Null Model for Course Satisfaction 0 
No Random Effects Random Intercepts Random Intercepts and Slopes ~ Hypothesis 4 4-2 p- 4 .4-2 p- 4 4-2 p- "'1::1 
Residual loglikelihood value Residual loglikelihood value Residual loglikelihood value t:r:1 :;tl 
Variance Variance Variance r.t.l 
lA 18.16% 1755.82 0.00 2.08% 2.28 0.13 DNC 
~ lB 13.28% 1723.60 0.00 4.11% 6.87 0.01 DNC lC 9.68% 1700.99 0.00 3.81% 5.68 0.02 DNC 
lD 14.29% 1730.12 0.00 1.59% 1.13 0.29 DNC 
~ 2A 18.25% 1756.45 0.00 2.58% 3.28 0.07 DNC 
2B 13.06% 1722.24 0.00 4.25% 7.24 0.01 DNC (') 
2C 12.08% 1715.97 0.00 4.60% 8.65 0.00 DNC ~ 
r.t.l 
3A 17.43% 1767.59 0.00 2.05% 2.12 0.15 DNC r.t.l :;tl . 
3B 12.77% 1737.57 0.00 4.09% 6.60 0.01 DNC 0 0 
3C 11.56% 1730.02 0.00 4.40% 7.86 0.01 DNC 3: 
3D 13.60% 1742.79 0.00 1.21% 0.67 0.41 DNC ! 4A 18.71% 1759.58 0.00 2.01% 2.19 0.14 DNC 4B 15.10% 1735.40 0.00 3.94% 6.77 ·o.o1 DNC ~ SA 18.89% 1760.81 0.00 2.18% 2.44 0.12 DNC ~ 
SB 14.92% 1734.26 0.00 1.69% 1.27 0.26 DNC ~ .., 
Note. Change in -2 log likelihood for no random effect model denotes change in loglikelihood from null model. Change in -2 log 
likelihood for random intercepts model denotes change in log likelihood from no random effects model. Change in -2 log likelihood 
for random intercepts and slopes model denotes change in log likelihood from random slopes model. p-value denotes the change in 
log likelihood divided by the degrees of freedom with a Chi Square distribution. DNC denotes that the model did not converge. 
00 
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Table 8 
Percent Reduction in Residual Variance over the Null Mode/for Course Performance 
No Random Effects Random Intercel!ts Random InterceJ:!ts and SloJ:!es 
4 4 
Residual 4-2 p- Residual 4-2 p- 4Residual 4-2 p-
Hypothesis Variance loglikelihood value Variance loglikelihood value Variance loglikelihood value 
lA 20.03% 9335.56 0.00 55.46% 688.06 0.00 DNC 
lB 19.17% 9328.05 0.00 55.78% 680.70 0.00 DNC 
lC 19.25% 9328.68 0.00 55.64% 678.66 0.00 DNC 
lD 19.98% 9335.13 0.00 54.92% 672.77 0.00 DNC 
2A 19.66% 9332.25 0.00 55.59% 684.59 0.00 DNC 
2B 18.87% 9325.44 0.00 55.84% 676.93 0.00 DNC 
2C 19.20% 9328.23 0.00 55.46% 672.77 0.00 DNC 
3A 22.78% 9476.34 0.00 53.12% 659.58 0.00 DNC 
3B 22.15% 9470.68 0.00 53.22% 650.44 0.00 DNC 
3C 22.23% 9471.39 0.00 53.08% 648.36 0.00 DNC 
3D 23.49% 9482.67 0.00 51.89% 639.22 0.00 DNC 
4A 19.79% 9333.46 0.00 55.60% 687.41 0.00 DNC 
4B 19.31% 9329.24 0.00 55.86% 685.23 0.00 DNC 
SA 20.58% 9340.40 0.00 55.36% 695.40 0.00 0.16% 0.29 0.86 
SB 20.49% 9339.56 0.00 55.24% 690.01 0.00 0.28% 0.69 0.71 
Note. Change in -2log likelihood for no random effect D;Iodel denotes change in loglikelihood from null model. Change in -2log 
likelihood for random intercepts model denotes change in log likelihood from no random effects model. Change in -2 log likelihood 
for random intercepts and slopes model denotes change in log likelihood from random slopes model. p-value denotes the change in 
log likelihood divided by the degrees of freedom with a Chi Square distribution. DNC denotes that the model did not converge. 
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Table 9 
Reduction in Error Variance of Random Intercepts Model over Null Model Predicting Grand Mean for Course Satisfaction 
Random Intercepts Model 
Reduction in 
Residual 4-2 
Hypothesis Variance loglikelihood Form of Relationshi~ Figure 
lA 20.24% 1758.10*** Positive Fit 2 
lB 17.39% 1730.47*** Positive Fit 3 
lC 13.49% 1706.67*** Positive Fit 4 
lD 15.88% 1731.25*** Main Effect: Environment 5 
2A 20.83% 1759.73*** Main Effect: Environment 6 
2B 17.32% 1729.48*** Main Effect: Individual 7 
2C 16.68% 1724.63*** Main Effect: Individual 8 
3A 19.48% 1769.71 *** Main Effect: ·Environment 9 
3B 16.86% 1744.18*** Main Effect: Individual and Environment 10 
3C 15.96% 1737.88*** Positive Fit 11 
3D 14.81% 1743.46*** Main Effect: Environment 12 
4A 20.72% 1761.77*** Positive Fit 13 
4B 19.04% 1742.18*** Positive Fit 14 
SA 21.07% 1763.25*** Main Effect: Environment 15 
5B 16.61% 1735.53*** Positive Fit 16 
Note. Probabilities denote change in -2 loglikelihood with a Chi Square distribution of 6 degrees of freedom. Reduction in residual 
variance denotes the amount of residual variance explained by the random intercepts model. Reduction in residual variance was 
computed by subtracting the residual variance of the random intercepts model from the residual variance of the null model and 
dividing it by the residual variance of the null model. 
*p < .05, 2-tailed, **p < .01, 2-tailed, ***p < .001, 2-tailed. N= 732. 
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Table 10 
Reduction in Error Variance of Random Intercepts Model over Null Model Predicting Grand Mean for Course Performance 
Random Intercepts Model 
Reduction in 4-2 
Hypothesis Residual Variance loglikelihood Form of Relationship Figure 
lA 75.50% 1 0023.62*** Main Effect: Individual 17 
lB 74.95% 10008.74*** No Significant Predictors 18 
lC 74.89% 1 0007.34*** No Significant Predictors 19 
lD 74.91% 10007 .90*** Positive Fit 20 
2A 75.24% 10016.85*** Main Effect: Environment 21 
2B 74.71% 10002.36*** No Significant Predictors 22 
2C 74.65% 10001.00*** No Significant Predictors 23 
3A 75.91% 10135.93*** Main Effect: Individual 24 
3B 75.37% 10121.12*** Main Effect: Individual 25 
3C 75.31% 10119.74*** Positive Fit 26 
3D 75.38% 10121.89*** Main Effect: Environment 27 
4A 75.40% 1 0020.87*** Positive Fit 28 
4B 75.17% 10014.47*** Positive Fit 29 
SA 75.94% 10035.80*** Main Effect: Individual and Environment 30 
5B 75.73% 10029.57*** Main Effect: Individual and Environment 31 
Note. Probabilities denote change in -2 loglikelihood with a Chi Square distribution of 6 degrees of freedom. Reduction in residual 
variance denotes the amount of residual variance explained by the random intercepts model. Reduction in residual variance was 
computed by subtracting the residual variance of the random intercepts model from the residual variance of the null model and 
dividing it by the residual variance of the null model. 
*p < .05, 2-tailed, **p < .01, 2-tailed, ***p < .001, 2-tailed. N= 732. 
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Pattern Matrix" 
Factor 
1 2 3 4 5 
~E_/iFF _2 ~E_/iFF 2 : SbJdents enjoy working together on .788 
projects In this class (Perception of Class) 
~E_/iFF _3 ACE /iFF _3: SbJdents enjoy helping each other .644 
with homework (Perception of Class) 
ACE INV 4 ACE INV 4: SbJdents sometimes present .636 
something the~ worked on to the class (Perception of Class) 
~E /iFF 1 ACE /iFF 1 : SbJdents In this class get to know .530 
each-otherreallywell lPerception of Class) 
ACE INN_1 ACE_INN 1 :New and different ways of teaching .439 
are tried very often In thls course (Perception of Class) 
ACE_INN_2 ACE:_INN_2 :The Instructor likes sbJdents to try .374 
unusual projects (Perception of Class) 
ACE_00_1 ~E_00_1 : This Is a well-organized class .701 
(Perception of Class) 
~E 00 4 ~E 00 4 :Activities and lecbJres In this course 
are aearfyand cirefullyplanned (Perception of Class) 
.673 
~E TA 4 ~E TA 4: The Instructor sticks to course material 
and does not gel sidetracked (Perception of Class) 
.647 
ACE_OO 2 ACE_00_2: Assignments are usually clear so .566 
eve~ne knows what to do (Perception of Class) 
ACE TA 1 ACE TA 1 : Almost all class time Is spent on .516 
dlsciissliig the course material (Perception of Class) 
ACE RC 1 ACE RC 1 :There Is a clear set of rules for .423 
sbJdents to follow (Perception of Class) 
ACE_INST_3 ~E_INST _3 :The Instructor goes out of his-her .405 
way to help sbJdents (Perception of Class) 
~E_/iFF _ 4R ACE_/iFF _ 4 : SbJdents doni have much of a .832 
chance to ~at to know each other In this class (Perception of 
Class) (R CODE) 
ACE_INN_3R ~E_INN_3 : SbJdents have very little Input on .531 
how class time is spent (Perception of Class) (RECODE) 
ACE_INN_ 4R ~E_INN_ 4: SbJdents do the same kind of work .495 
almost everyday In this class (Perception of Class) (RECODE) 
~E INV 1 R ACE INV 1 : SbJdents are often clock-watching .484 
In class {Perception ofCiass) (RECODE) 
~E_INST_1 ACE_INST _1 : This Instructor often spends time .655 
just talking with sbJdents (Perception of Class) 
~E TA 3 ~E TA 3 : This Instructor often takes time out 
from -the lesson plan to talk about other things (Perception of 
Class) 
.578 
~E_INST_2 ACE_INST_2 : The Instructor takes a personal .434 
Interest In sbJdents (Perception of Class) 
ACE SC 3 ~E SC 3 : SbJdents have to work for a good .712 
grade In illls class (Perception of Class) 
ACE_SC_ 4R ~E_SC 4: SbJdents usuanbgass even If they .572 
dontdo much (Perception of Class) (REC E) 
ACE_SC_1 ~E SC 1 : SbJdents try hard to get the best grade .462 
(Perception of Class) 
Eldractlon Method: Principal Alds Factoring. 
Rotation Method: Oblimln with Kaiser Normalizetion. 
a. Rotation converged In 91terations. 
Figure 1. Exploratory Factor Analysis pattern matrix for new classroom environment factors. 
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Structure and Focus (X-axis) 
3 
1 Extraversion (Y-axls) 
Figure 2. Functional form of objective fit between extraversion and structure and focus for 
the course satisfaction outcome. 
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3 
Extraversion (Y-axls) 
1 
Figure 3. Functional form of objective fit between extraversion and participative learning for 
the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Instructor Support (X-axis) 
3 
1 
Extraversion (Y-axis) 
Figure 4. Functional form of objective fit between extraversion and instructor support for the 
course satisfaction outcome. 
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Student Competition (X-axis) 
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Extraversion (Y-axis) 
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Figure 5. Functional form of objective fit between extraversion and student competition for 
the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 6. Functional form of objective fit between neuroticism and structure and focus for 
the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 7. Functional form of objective fit between neuroticism and participative learning for 
the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 8. Functional form of objective fit between neuroticism and classroom involvement 
for the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 9. Functional form of objective fit between openness to experience and structure and 
focus for the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 10. Functional form of objective fit between openness to experience and participative 
learning for the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 11. Functional form of objective fit between openness to experience and classroom 
involvement for the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 12. Functional form of objective fit between openness to experience and student 
competition for the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 13. Functional form of objective fit between agreeableness and structure and focus for 
the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 14. Functional form of objective fit between agreeableness and participative learning 
for the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 15. Functional form of objective fit between conscientiousness and structure and 
focus for the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 16. Functional form of objective fit between conscientiousness and student 
competition for the course satisfaction outcome. 
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Figure 17. Functional form of objective fit between extraversion and structure and focus for 
the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 18. Functional form of objective fit between extraversion and participative learning 
for the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 19. Functional form of objective fit between extraversion and instructor support for 
the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 20. Functional form of objective fit between extraversion and student competition for 
. the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 21. Functional form of objective fit between neuroticism and structure and focus for 
the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 22. Functional form of objective fit between neuroticism and participative learning 
for the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 23. Functional form of objective fit between neuroticism and classroom involvement 
for the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 24. Functional form of objective fit between openness to experience and structure and 
focus for the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 25. Functional form of objective fit between openness to experience and participative 
learning for the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 26. Functional form of objective fit between openness to experience and classroom 
involvement for the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 27. Functional form of objective fit between openness to experience and student 
competition for the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 28. Functional form of objective fit between agreeableness and structure and focus for 
the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 29. Functional form of objective fit between agreeableness and participative learning 
for the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 30. Functional form of objective fit between conscientiousness and structure and 
focus for the course performance outcome. 
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Figure 31. Functional form of objective fit between conscientiousness and student 
competition for the course performance outcome. 
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